The Monkey
Radio/speaker for
dynamic people
Design: RSW

The unique feature of The Monkey radio / speaker is the
ingenious snap-on antenna with its spring metal core. It offers
two iconic positions, enabling The Monkey to be used in two
different ways.
With the antenna in straight position it is a static object.
And it playfully becomes your mobile companion with the
antenna clinging around handles, tubes and any other support.
Never mind if the radio programme sucks — just switch to the
blue tooth mode and enjoy your favourite music.

We wanted to create an iconic radio
that plays with the classic image of
a radio but offering a contemporary
unique mobility at the same time.
Mobility demands an easy method
for fixing the gadget to anything.
With the goal to achieve this with the
radio itself and not with something
additional like a strap we came up
with the idea to use the antenna for
this feature. Fascinated by the ability
of spring steel we found the perfect
material for the antenna. Super fast,
super easy and super playful.
It’s just a snap! Like a monkeys tail.
RSW
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Size
10cm x 10cm x 3,5 cm
Colors
black
red
white /grey
Technical Features
FM radio
Wireless radio speaker 3W
BT 4.0
Waterproof
IP Rating IP56
Rechargeable lithium-ion battery
600 mAh
Micro-USB connector for
charging

Curious —
like a monkey.
The monkey leapt from
branch to branch while
swinging.
And to pace its swing it kept
on singing.
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